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Abstract
Late antique and early medieval documents often include graphic symbols, i.e., graphic entities drawn
as a visual unit within a written text, but communicating something other than a word of that text.
The Project NOTAE aims to investigate them, in order to capture all the possible historical implications
by studying their execution, models, cross influences, historical context and transmission. The project
involves two approaches working in close collaboration: the historical, papyrological and palaeographical
investigation and the IT research activity, which has developed the NOTAE System (fundamental tool, to
fulfil the humanistic approach itself) and the NOTAE Knowledge Graph, testing also the possibility of
identifying graphic symbols through software applications.
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1. Introduction
The project NOTAE – NOT A writtEn word but graphic symbols. An evidence-based reconstruction
of another written world in pragmatic literacy from Late Antiquity to early medieval Europe –,
which started in July 2018, represents the first attempt to investigate the presence of graphic
symbols in documentary records as a historical phenomenon from Late Antiquity to early
medieval Europe: a crucial period that contributed in providing and shaping a set of graphic
symbols and signs, from which later, in Carolingian age, the cultural élites of the latin West
selected and reinvented the elements of their symbolic written communication [1].
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Graphic symbols are meant as graphic entities, composed by graphic signs, including alphabetical ones, drawn as a visual unit within a written text, but communicating something other,
or something more, than a word of that text. We say “symbol” and not sign, because there is no
intrinsic prior relationship between the message-bearing graphic entity and the information
conveyed by it. Even when it seems to us – men and women of the 21th century – simply and
clear (as in Figure 1, left), the message is in any case to discover, because that graphic entity is
an object of historical investigation.
The sources of the project are texts generated for pragmatic purposes: petitions, official and
private letters, lists, receipts, authentics from relics, contracts and so on written on papyrus,
wooden tablets, slates, parchment. In particular, legal documents enable to relate graphic
symbols to illiterate people: the gradual introduction of signatures in the legal documentary
practice meant an increasing use of graphic symbols not only by literate people writing their
subscriptions in their own hands but also by illiterate contract partners or witnesses, who
performed graphic symbols by their own hands in the empty space left for it in the line of their
subscription written by the scribe or by a delegated third-party literate person.
In conclusion, NOTAE aims to investigate the graphic symbols in order to capture all the
possible historical implications by studying their graphic execution as well as their models and
cross influences, their context and transmission, with the purpose to frame also the category of
illiterates in terms of gender and social status, for each significant period and region involved
in the research, with the particular challenge represented by problematic evidences preserved
in a problematic documentary transmission in a longue durée. Novel is therefore both the object
and the perspective of investigation of the project [2].
Documents considered in the NOTAE project are available either in archives and libraries or
through digital reproductions in public web repositories (e.g., https://papyri.info/). Identifying
and classifying graphic symbols on such documents is not an easy task, requiring the experience
and knowledge of an expert in the field. An expert who wants to identify and study graphic
symbols in a specific document, inspects its digital reproduction together with associated
bibliography. However, specific software tools can make this task easier by for example (i) make
the digital reproductions easier to read, (ii) simplifying the insertion of reports, (iii) making it
easier to extract information, and (iv) integrating the information with other data sources in
order to contextualize the symbols and the containing documents.
This paper is organized as it follows. Section 2 introduces the objectives of the project and
the expected tangible results. Section 3 describes the results already achieved by the project,
Section 4 finally concludes the paper with challenges and final considerations.

2. Objectives and Expected Tangible Results
The NOTAE project pursues several goals within its general aim:
1. to provide an inventory as complete as possible of graphic symbols and a collection of
their images, through the systematic inspection of all the documentary sources available
for the period in question. For this purpose, a database will be primarily designed and
implemented in order to work as a research tool of the Project;

Figure 1: Examples of graphic symbols: Left) Lamorlaye, France (Merovingian Kingdom), 673 March
10: autograph diagonal cross (or letter χ) of Childebrando, an illiterate man. Center) Ravenna, Italy,
575: graphic symbol in complex structure at the end of the autograph subscription of a witness. Right)
Hermopolis, Egypt, 561: graphic symbol in complex structure at the end of the autograph subscription
of a greek notary.

2. to develop software tools to facilitate the task of identifying graphic symbols in a digital
reproduction and find their positions in the document;
3. to find optimal solutions to overcome the limitations due to the original media, preservation conditions and the passage of time. Parts of the documents may be lost, and we deal
with partial observations of ancient texts and symbols;
4. to conduct studies based on geographical and historical implications of the employment
of such graphic symbols. For this purpose, additional software tools will be provided.
A graphic symbols’ database has been designed to assist NOTAE experts. This database
stores information about graphic symbols contained in the documents within the scope of
the project. Documents are referenced by using identifiers that are globally recognized in the
research community. Information does not only include their presence in a specific document,
but also additional details such as comments about their usage. With experts continuously
introducing new classifications of symbols, the database is progressively populated with graphic
symbols, and this allows to increasingly refine the identification and classification process. One
of the goals of this database is to be used as a reference to detect symbols in newly uploaded
documents. Access to the database must be provided with two kinds of web applications: a
back-office (dedicated to NOTAE experts) and a public website providing the paleography
research community with access to completed and verified reports.
One of the advantage of using a database is simplifying queries and reporting tasks. In
addition, data stored in a structured way allows for integration with other information sources
to perform contextual analysis. As an example, documents are associated with a provenance
place and an original archive. These geographical places can be projected on maps by using
the information contained in historical place repositories such as Trismegistos places (https:
//www.trismegistos.org/geo/) or the Mapping Past Societies project of Harvard University
(https://darmc.harvard.edu/). Once documents are geographically contextualized, it is possible
to perform analyses about the employment of graphic symbols in specific geographic areas and
time periods.

Item Type
Graphic Symbols
Images of graphic symbols

#
3748
3191

Documents
Material Supports

1510
1498

People

914

Bibliography

1254

Description
The main target of the project
Number of graphic symbols with an image stored
in the database
Original textual unit including graphic symbols
Physical support on which a document or part of
it is preserved
Notaries and relevant people writing the documents
Voices included to document graphic symbols

Table 1
Number of items in the NOTAE database as of 2022-03-24.

(a) Document search page

(b) Document edit page

Figure 2: Screenshots from the NOTAE back-office web application.

3. Current Project Results
During these first years, several features have been implemented, satisfying most of the aims of
the project.
One of the first core-tasks to be designed and built was the Graphic Symbols Database.
The database structure is continuously updated and refined, following the NOTAE team’s
feedback. At bootstrap, this database was obviously empty. During this first period, experts
have continuously populated the database with newly classifications of graphic symbols, and
this allows to increasingly refine the identification and classification skills. At the moment,
the database contains more than eighteen thousand identified and classified graphic symbols
from documents, and it is still being updated. Table 1 shows the number of items added to the
database for each category. Figure 2 shows to screenshot from the NOTAE Back-office web
application.
In the following subsections we go into details of the aspects of the project more related to
the computer science research community.

3.1. Symbol Identification
A tool has been designed, able to identify possible graphic symbols inside a document by
matching previously identified symbols. This tool, based on template matching and the seminal

Figure 3: NOTAE KG exploration example. Starting from two terms of interest, such as the symbol with
ID 218 and Aphrodito, we can explore all the resources that bind them. In this case the Receipt entity.

OPTICS clustering algorithm [3] is intended to help the researcher who can discard wrongly
identified symbols and select new ones. The tool has been published in [4]. The very same tool
can be used by the final user to search symbols by drawing them using, for example, a touch
screen. A second version of the tool, relying on deep neural networks instead of clustering has
been published in [5].

3.2. Digital Reproduction Enhancement
Graphic symbols’ sources are papyri, wooden tablets, slates and parchments. Depending on the
original media, the preservation conditions and the passage of time, parts of the documents may
be ruined or, in the worst case, lost. An image enhancement processing step could be necessary.
In addition, a wrong assumption might make think that images are unique, but instead it is
likely to have duplicates. Then, various pre-processing techniques have been implemented.

3.3. NOTAE Knowledge Graph
One of the foreseen outcomes for the project, is to discover geographical and historical implications of the employment of graphic symbols, and this requires to provide researchers with
advanced query and visualization functionalities.
A Knowledge Graph (KG) [6, 7] is a knowledge base that uses a graph-structured data model
or topology to integrate data. KGs are often used to store interlinked descriptions of entities
objects, events, situations or abstract concepts with a defined semantics.

By building the NOTAE Knowledge Graph [8] on top of the NOTAE Database, we aim
at (i) introducing a common vocabulary for researchers in the area, (ii) sharing a common
understanding of how concepts are related, (iii) enabling the reuse of domain knowledge, and
(iv) making domain assumptions explicit. In addition, we propose a graphical user interface
which allows researchers to explore and search relations and connections between resources
within the NOTAE KG. An example of such exploration is shown in Figure 3.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced the NOTAE ERC Project. The goal of the project is to study the
employment of graphic symbols in documents from Late Antiquity to early medieval Europe.
The project, ending in December 2023, has already achieved important results. Still, the team
behind the project is working on several aspects still to tackle.
As a first point, the automatic symbol identification features are still under testing and only
provided as experimental functionalities. Further tests are ongoing in order to provide the
recommendation functionalities to NOTAE researchers, through the NOTAE Back-office web
application, and to the full paleography research community in the form of search functionalities.
Secondarily, the integration with geographical information sources must be finalized, by also
acquiring maps and allowing for advanced search functionalities. Also, the visual analytics tools
allowing for the exploration of the database according to the geographic and time dimensions
are currently under implementation.
Finally, the public website, which will allow the community to explore contents and items
verified by NOTAE curators is currently in the design phase, with the goal of making it available
to the public at the end of 2023.
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